DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/13/10
TIME: 7:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Higgins

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 10-03-13 1507-27
OPERATOR #: 28
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: High flow due to heavy rainfall - Sand filters taken offline

REPORTED BY: Mario Benacerraf
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/14/10
TIME: AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudziak

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-03-14 1726-11
OPERATOR # 39
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Flow continued to increase. Took oxidation ditches off line (Motors off) to avoid solids washout. Preliminary Treatment, Post reaction disinfection continued.

REPORTED BY: Mario Banacceco
DATE REPORTED: 3/26/10
TIME: 9:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-03-21 0926-36
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Flow decreased to point of operation - Oxidation Ditch Rotors
Put back on line

REPORTED BY: Mario Benedetto
DATE REPORTED: 3/23/16
TIME: 7:00 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudziw

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-03-23 0710
OPERATOR #: 17
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Flows increased again to 70 to 80 following storm. Put rotors on timer to contain biomass within system.

REPORTED BY: Mario Bonaccorso
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/24/10
TIME: 11:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudson
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-03-24 11200
OPERATOR #: 330
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Sand filters were put back on line

REPORTED BY: Mario Bonaccorso
DATE REPORTED: 9/16/10
TIME: 9:53 AM/PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzien
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-09-10 0948 54
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Found ox ditch #2 no side speed reducer seized.
Raised water level in tank to increase oxygen of BOD
Begin operation 5.

REPORTED BY: Mario Bovaccio
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 9/22/10
TIME: 7:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudziva

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 16-G-22 1918 09

OPERATOR #: 28

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Repair to ex ditch #2 no side completed - back on line

REPORTED BY: Mario Bonacci
DATE REPORTED: 12/01/10
TIME: 3:30 AM (PM)

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-12-01-1534 - 28

OPERATOR # 28

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Passed Sand Filters Due To High Flows from Heavy Rainfall

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 12/2/10
TIME: 11:12 AM/PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudziak

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10-12-02-1117-4/6
OPERATOR #: 33
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on Line

REPORTED BY: Mario Baroccio
DATE REPORTED: 2/25/11
TIME: 11:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudziva

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1102 25 11 17 37
OPERATOR #: 33
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Took Sand Filters Off Line Due To High Flows
Peaked at 4.2 at 11:00am

REPORTED BY: Mario Bonaccorsi
DATE REPORTED: 3/2/11
TIME: 6:30 AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1103 02 070314
OPERATOR #: 42
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back On Line

REPORTED BY: Mario Bonaccorso
DATE REPORTED: 3/6/11
TIME: 9:48 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 110306 2152 50
OPERATOR #: 18

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Took Sand Filters off Line
2.25" Raw Recorded

REPORTED BY: MARCO Bonscetta
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/8/11
TIME: 3:24 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 11-03-08-14(6-16)

OPERATOR #

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Mountain Ave. No. of RR Tracks

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Sewage man hole. Due to pump station on Millstone Rd. Cannot handle the flow due to rain fall 3/6-3/7/11

Bill Charlton from Monos County Hazmat
Cell #: 908-418-2540

REPORTED BY: Mario B. Bill Charlton from M.C. Hazmat.
DATE REPORTED: 3/11/11
TIME: 9:19 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: 

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 110311091931
OPERATOR # 
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: 300 ft No of RE Tracks MR 2/3

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Surging man hole Heavy Rain Flooding
Approx 25 - 50 Gpm

REPORTED BY: Mario B.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/4/11
TIME: 9:24 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 11 03 11 0924 25
OPERATOR #: 472
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Mt Ave 600 ft So. Castle Pl. Mq

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Sewage MH < 5 gpm

REPORTED BY: Mario B.
DATE REPORTED: 3/11/11
TIME: 9:27 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hrdzin

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 412
OPERATOR: 412
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Bungalow Terr + Old Forge Rd.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Sewage m H ≤ 5 gpm

REPORTED BY: marco B.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/11/11
TIME: 9:29 AM / PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 110311092959
OPERATOR #: 42
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:

Instantaneous flow over 41 mgd - Plant cannot handle hydraulically - Put no. 3 blowers on oxditch on times - To help sustain biomass within the treatment system - Sand filters still off line -

REPORTED BY: Mario B.
DATE REPORTED: 3/14/11
TIME: 4:40 (AM) PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10314 0855 32
OPERATOR #: 42
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Put Sand Filters Back on Line - Both
Robins and Harbour Back on Line

REPORTED BY: ____________________________
DATE REPORTED: 3/14/11
TIME: 2:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1102 14 08 57 32
OPERATOR #: 42
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Put oxidation ditch roter back on line full
Previously on timer (no side)
REPORTED BY: MA610 B.
DATE REPORTED: 4/15/11
TIME: 9:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 11-04-15-0931-14
OPERATOR #: 16
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: A message was left on my answering machine from Garden St. Labs that the fecal coliform for week 4/13/2011 was 3600. Checked UV System - fog for that day. All racks + pools were operating. No build up at head of racks. Could have caused bad sample.

REPORTED BY: Mario B.
DATE REPORTED: 4/7/11
TIME: 3:15 AM/PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudson
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 110417032344
OPERATOR #: 35
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Trenton Pl.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Shutdown Desalts
By Passed Sand Filters
Flow at 4.01 mgd

REPORTED BY: Robert Brooks
DATE REPORTED: 4/18/11
TIME: 11:50 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Nolz, IA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 11-04-18-1311 54
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plan
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back on line

REPORTED BY: Mario B.
DATE REPORTED: 8/4/11
TIME: 3:30 AM (PM)
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Aurzawa
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1408-14 1536 17
OPERATOR #: 39
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Pressed Sand Filters
REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynx
DATE REPORTED: 01/16/11
TIME: 11:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 11-08-16-11-07-02
OPERATOR #: 16

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filter Back On Line 9:00AM

REPORTED BY: Macio B.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 8-28-11
TIME: 2:37 AM/PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 11-08-28-0237-16

OPERATOR #: [Redacted]

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By Passed Sand Filters

Shut Down on Set of Rotor

REPORTED BY: Mano B
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 9/12/11
TIME: 7:27 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Niedzielski

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 11-09-12 072745

OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Put sand filters on line
All Rotors operating since 9/10/11
9/11/11 - Eff cleaning up.

REPORTED BY: Mario B
DATE REPORTED: 11/23/11

TIME: 5:10 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudziak

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 11-11-23 0514 11

OPERATOR #: 15

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Passsed Sand Filters - Heavy Rain - High Flow

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lytt
DATE REPORTED: 11/25/11
TIME: 6:45 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 111125065733
OPERATOR #: 15
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
- Put Sand filters on line
- Put all rotors on line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 12/8/11
TIME: 1:45 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDEINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 111208 014246
OPERATOR #: 39
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypassed Sand Filters
REPORTED BY: Bob Brooks
DATE REPORTED: 12/12/11
TIME: 10:05 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hizzino
DEP HOT LINE: 86
CASE #: 11208014246 / 11-12-12 1009 - 15
OPERATOR #: 245
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Back online at 9:30 AM

REPORTED BY: Bob Brooks
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 6/4/12

TIME: 11:15 (AM PM)

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzien

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 12-06-04 115 49

OPERATOR # 34

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: 118 Goble Rd

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Leaking Force Main - 6" under repair
By Hoff Bros.

REPORTED BY: 11:00 B.
DATE REPORTED: 10/31/2002
TIME: 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1210-31-0804-49
OPERATOR #: 50
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Clover Hill PS

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Generator blew main seal - Running intermittently
Checking oil & Adding as needed - Advising Director to have it monitored constantly during operation.
State says no generators are available.
Looking into by-pass pump. Berkeley Heights WWTP lent us there by-pass pump in case of generator failing.

REPORTED BY: Mario B

Fuel is a problem- asked local OEM to contact county OEM to stress the need for fuel.
DATE REPORTED: 11-10-12
TIME: 4:55 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Nazina
DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 12-11-10-1052-57
OPERATOR #: 42
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Skyline Drive Pump Station

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Skyline Back up Generator stopped operating. Rich Desch was on duty called Kevin Lyon for assistance and was able to get generator back on line by 6:15 pm 11-10-12. There were no sewer overflows. Called D.E.P. to report. Generator was back in service at 6:15 pm.
CASE #: 12-11-10-1813-29 . Operator #: 42

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyon
DATE REPORTED: 12-21-12

TIME: 7:30 AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Mike

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 121221073337

OPERATOR #: 50

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By pass Sand Filters Due to Heavy Flow

REPORTED BY: Vinny 7214
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 12-23-12
TIME: 8:40 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Mike

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 1212230843-50
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:

Sand filters put back on line.

REPORTED BY: Vian Tosi
DATE REPORTED: 12-27-12
TIME: 7:00 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 121227071342
OPERATOR # 39
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Due to Heavy Rain Bypassed Sand filters.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 12-28-12
TIME: 9:05 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 121228091554

OPERATOR #: 50

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:

Sand filter back on line.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 6-7-13
TIME: 6:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 130607181601
OPERATOR #: 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-passed sand filters due to heavy flow

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
**DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE REPORTED:</th>
<th>6/15/13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIME:</td>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:</td>
<td>ED Hudzina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP HOT LINE:</td>
<td>CASE # 130615201704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATOR #:</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATION OF INCIDENT:</td>
<td>Treatment Plant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:**
Put Sand Filters Back on Line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyon
DATE REPORTED: 11/27/13
TIME: 6:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 131127060244
OPERATOR #: 29
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BY-PASSED SAND FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY FLOW. 2.08 INCHES OF RAINFALL
REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 11/30/13
TIME: 8:07 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 131130080950
OPERATOR #: 18
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: put sand filters back on line.

REPORTED BY: __________________________
DATE REPORTED: 12/29/13
TIME: 7:58 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: EJ Hudson
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 131229200307
OPERATOR #: 604
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rain
1.10 Inches Rain

REPORTED BY: Vinny Tesoro
DATE REPORTED: 12/31/13

TIME: 6:10 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudyina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 131231061552

OPERATOR #: 29

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand filters back on-line.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa.
DATE REPORTED: 1/6/2014
TIME: 2:10 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140106141402
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-Passed Sand Filter Due to Heavy Rainfall & Snow Melt

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 1/7/14
TIME: 6:15 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: EO Hodzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140107062704
OPERATOR #: 29
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back On-Line

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 2/6/14
TIME: 10:30 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUBBING
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1402061030-28
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon Road P.S.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Both pumps at 2:00 pm on 2/4/14 went down on electrical failure. Called Pumping Services to bring a Diesel By-Pass pump. They had it installed by 8:00 pm on 2/4/14.

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 2/6/14
TIME: 10:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINIA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 10402061036-20
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Charter #1 went down for mechanical problem on 2/4/14 at 8:00 A.M. Drained Tank on 2/4/14 and made repairs on 2/6/14 at 10:00 A.M. Broken shear pin

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 2/6/14
TIME: 1:00 AM (PM)

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZIMA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140206132031

OPERATOR #: 58

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Clarifier #1 Back on Line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 2/8/14
TIME: 5:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: EO Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 1402081726-20

OPERATOR # 65

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Venner RD A.S.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Put Station Back on line at 3:00 pm on 2/7/14 &

dump station off of by-pass

REPORTED BY: Karl L


DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 2/9/14
TIME: 10:05 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Maczina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140209100865
OPERATOR #: 62
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon RD P.S.

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Put pump station on by-pass at 8:00AM
pump &

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyons
DATE REPORTED: 2/18/14
TIME: 9:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hadzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140218103934
OPERATOR #: 33
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon RD P.S.
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Put pump station back on line took it off the by-pass pump
REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 2/20/14
TIME: 6:15 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudda
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1402231821-43
OPERATOR #: 623
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-passed Sand Filters

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 3-24-14

TIME: 2:15 AM (PM)

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudziva

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140224142447

OPERATOR #: 59

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PUT Sand filters back on-line.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 3/13/14
TIME: 6:15 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140313074557
OPERATOR #: 18
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BY PASSSED SAND FILTERS DUE TO HIGH FLOW FROM RAINFALL & SNOW MELT

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 3/15/14
TIME: 2:45 AM (PM)
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 140315150330
OPERATOR #: 65
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand casters back on line

REPORTED BY: KEVIN LYNCH
DATE REPORTED: 3/30/14
TIME: 5:50 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140330055513
OPERATOR #: 65
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By Pass Sand Filters Due to High Flow from Rainfall - 2" Rain

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/31/14
TIME: 7:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140331082218
OPERATOR #: 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: MOUNTAIN AVE GILLETTE NJ 07933

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Screaming manhole on Mountain Ave in sidewalk, estimated gallons per minute 20-40 gallons. Water is raw sewage but mostly clean. Will clear area as soon as the manhole stops screaming. Reason for screaming manhole is due to heavy rainfall of over 2.5 inches. The pump station is working but can't handle all the heavy flow.

REPORTED BY: KEVIN LYMAN
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 4/1/14
TIME: 7:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HuZina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140401080003
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Mountain Ave Gillette NJ 07933

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Surging Man-Hole stopped surging on Mountain Ave North of Railroad Tracks on Left side of road. Will do clean up today.

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 4/3/14
TIME: 1:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HEDKIN
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140403133118
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on-Line

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 4/30/14
TIME: 2:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140430143720
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypassed Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rainfall

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 5/1/14
TIME: 9:00 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140501075357
OPERATOR #: 66
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Gillette & Millington

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
1. Surging manhole Mountain Ave north of railroad tracks 
   Gillette NJ 20-gallons per minute
2. Surging manhole Bungalow Terr & Old Forge Road 
   Millington NJ 10-gallons per minute
The time of incidents was found at 7:00 a.m.
Will clean area when manholes stop surging

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 5/3/14
TIME: 4:17 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudaiza

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 140505091755
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Milling Rd

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:

Screwing manhole. Bureakure stopped at 3:30 PM. Will clean area.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa.
DATE REPORTED: 5/5/14
TIME: 8:55 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hurd
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 1405050857-10
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back on-line at 8:45 AM

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyman
DATE REPORTED: 5/18/14
TIME: 8:55 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hузина
DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 140505091146
OPERATOR # 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Gillette NJ

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Mountain Ave North of Railroad Tracks stopped surging at 8:00 AM. Will clean area

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 8/25/14
TIME: 10:11 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Huppina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 14082522091C
OPERATOR #: 4
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon Road pump station

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Pump failure led to put pump station on bypass. Pumping services installed by-pass pump.

REPORTED BY: Mike Maune
DATE REPORTED: 9/4/14
TIME: 12:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 140904123415
OPERATOR # 160
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon Road Pump Station

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Tool pump station off of bypass and reinstalled repaired pump

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 10/21/14
TIME: 10:05 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HOOZIAH
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 14/002100321
OPERATOR #: 33
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Tool Clarifier #1 off-line at 6:00 AM for maintenance & repair
REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DATE REPORTED:</strong></th>
<th>10/3/14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIME:</strong></td>
<td>1:15 AM/PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:</strong></td>
<td>ED Hodgins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEP HOT LINE:</strong></td>
<td>CASE #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPERATOR #</strong></td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOCATION OF INCIDENT:</strong></td>
<td>Treatment Plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:</strong></td>
<td>Put Clarifier #1 back on-line at 1:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REPORTED BY:</strong></td>
<td>Kevin Lynn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATE REPORTED: 12/9/14
TIME: 7:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HYDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 14-12-09-0712-56
OPERATOR #: 16

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Passed Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rainfall

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 12/11/14
TIME: 7:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUOZIA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 14-12-11-07-2638

OPERATOR #: 33

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on Line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 12/18/14
TIME: 12:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 14-12-18-1225-13
OPERATOR # 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Doing maintenance/repair on clarifier #2 at The Treatment Plant

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 12/19/14
TIME: 11:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HODZIC

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 14-12-19-1444-26
OPERATOR #: 68
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Classifier 42 back on-line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 1/18/15
TIME: 4:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZIA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-01-18-1641-38
OPERATOR #: 35
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By passed sand filters due to heavy rainfall

REPORTED BY: Karen Layre
DATE REPORTED: 1/20/15
TIME: 8:00 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDDIJA
DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 15-01-20-0919-38
OPERATOR # 44
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on Line

REPORTED BY: KEVIN LYNCH
DATE REPORTED: 3/12/15
TIME: 6:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 15-03-12-06 05-35
OPERATOR # 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Passed Sand Filters Due High Flow From Snow Melt & Rain

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 3/17/15
TIME: 7:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-03-17-0930-44
OPERATOR # 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Inner Bearing on Oxidation Ditch #1 Northside
Rotor is Broken. Waiting for quote for it to be repaired

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 3/19/15
TIME: 12:15 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-03-19-1243-H1
OPERATOR #: 33
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on Line

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 3/23/15
TIME: 9:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED NOLITIA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 15-03-23-0913-05

OPERATOR #: 58

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Tool Change #1 off-line for repair/maintenance

REPORTED BY: KEVIN EYRE
DATE REPORTED: 3/25/14
TIME: 2:00 AM (PM)
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudding
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-03-25-1429-48
OPERATOR #: 27
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Chlorinator #1 Back on-line
REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 3/26/19
TIME: 8:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HEDDAH

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-03-26-0835-39
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Oxidation Ditch #1 back on-line North Side Rotoer

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 4/20/15
TIME: 2:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hozina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 15-04-20-1429-54
OPERATOR # 34

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By pressed sand filters due to heavy rainfall

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 4/21/15
TIME: 7:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: EO Huyling
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-04-21-0710-34
OPERATOR #: 33
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Shut sand filters back on line

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 6/1/15

TIME: 2:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-06-01-1427-21

OPERATOR #: 44

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-Passed Sand Filter due to Heavy Rain Fall

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 6/21/15
TIME: 9:15 AM/PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hoozina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-06-02-0920-26
OPERATOR #: 34
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on-Line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 9/30/15
TIME: 9:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDDINIA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-09-30-0945-16
OPERATOR #: 58

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By-passed sand filters due to heavy rainfall

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Reported:</th>
<th>10/11/15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time:</td>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement Office Representative:</td>
<td>ED Hudzina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP Hot Line:</td>
<td>CASE # 15-09-30-0946-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator #:</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Incident:</td>
<td>Treatment Plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of Incident:</td>
<td>Put sand filters back on-line at 2:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported By:</td>
<td>[Signature]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DATE REPORTED: 10/29/15
TIME: 6:00 PM CALLED 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZIWA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-10-29-0802-32
OPERATOR #: 160
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BY-PASSED SAND FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY RAINFALL AT 6:00 AM
REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 10/30/15
TIME: 11:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HEZIMA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 15-10-30-1148-59
OPERATOR #: 16
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Re: Sand Filters Back on line at 11:30 AM

REPORTED BY: [Signature]

DATE REPORTED: 11/10/16
TIME: 8:25 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HAIZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-01-10-0825-49
OPERATOR # 25

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By-passed sand filters due to heavy rainfall at 8:15 AM.

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyon
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 1/12/16
TIME: 7:05 AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-01-12-0700-39
OPERATOR # 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Perf sand filters back on line at 6:45AM

REPORTED BY: Kevin Ryan
DATE REPORTED: 3/13/16
TIME: 6:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hedin

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 1602-03-1818-19
OPERATOR #: 68

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Bypass Sand Filters do to High Flow "Heavy rain
Fall and Snow melt"

REPORTED BY: Vivian Testa
DATE REPORTED: 2/9/16
TIME: 6:10 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED 1802104

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-02-09-0609-45
OPERATOR #: 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on-line at 6:00 am

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyon
DATE REPORTED: 2/16/10

TIME: 2:05 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Howlin

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-02-16-1405-35

OPERATOR #: 72

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Passed Sand Filters at 2:00pm Due to Heavy Rainfall & Snow Melt

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 2/18/16  
TIME: 6:05 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HODZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-02-18-0603-36
OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back on-line at 6:00 AM

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 2/25/16
TIME: 6:35 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hulzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-02-25-0636-53
OPERATOR #: 35
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By-passed sand filters due to heavy rainfall at 6:15 AM

REPORTED BY: Kevin Jovan
DATE REPORTED: 2/29/16
TIME: 8:35 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzevich
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-02-29-0885-36
OPERATOR #: 15
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back on-line at 8:30 am

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 2/21/16
TIME: 6:30 AM PM
ENTREANCE OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-07-21-0637-07
OPERATOR # 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Drained Clarifier #2 for annual maintenance and cleaning at 6:30 AM

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynar
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 7/2/11
TIME: 2:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZIA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 16-07-21-1245-42
OPERATOR # 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Brit Chlorine 2 back online at 2:15 PM

REPORTED BY: KEVIN ZEPP
DATE REPORTED: 7/25/16
TIME: 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hadzija
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-07-25-0926-03
OPERATOR #: 59
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Drained Clarifier #1 for annual maintenance at 8:00 AM

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyon
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 7/28/14
TIME: 1:45 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZIA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 16-07-28-1348-53
OPERATOR #: 25
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Clarifier #1 Back on-Line at 1:45 PM

REPORTED BY: KEVIN CRAW
DATE REPORTED: 1/24/17
TIME: 6:05 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 17-01-24-06-1114

OPERATOR #: 29

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By passed sand filters due to heavy rainfall. 1.52 inches of rain

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 1/26/17
TIME: 7:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-01-26-07-4822
OPERATOR #: 59
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back on line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyons
DATE REPORTED: 3-3-17
TIME: 9:30 (AM) PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudson
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-03-03-1129-20
OPERATOR #: 44
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon Road

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Force main Break on New Vernon RD
Scott Base Construction repairing force main Break

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lyam
DATE REPORTED: 3-3-17
TIME: 5:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: E0 Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-03-03-1722-30
OPERATOR #: 16
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: New Vernon Road

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Force Main was repaired & back in service at 5:00 PM

REPORTED BY: Levin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 3/31/17

TIME: 11:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudson

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-03-31-1138-40
OPERATOR #: 15

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By passed sand filter due to heavy rainfall

REPORTED BY: Karen Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 4/8/17
TIME: 8:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudson

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-04-08-0837-48
OPERATOR #: 15

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand Filters Back on-line at 8:30 am

REPORTED BY: flares
DATE REPORTED: 5/15/17
TIME: 11:20 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Huguen
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-05-05-1128-52
OPERATOR # 59
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BYPASSED Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rainfall
REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DATE REPORTED: 5/7/17  
TIME: 8:20 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:  
CASE #: 17-05-07-026-17

OPERATOR #: 76  
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:  
Put sand filters back on-line

REPORTED BY: Kevin Lynn
DATE REPORTED: 5-15-17
TIME: 10:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUNZIK

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-05-15 1003-24
OPERATOR #: 58

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-pass Sandifiers Due to Heavy Rain

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 5/16/17
TIME: 2:00 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Martinez

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-05-16-1410-10
OPERATOR # 08
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back online at 2:00 PM

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 10-29-17
TIME: 11:58 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUBER

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-10-29-2359-24

OPERATOR #: 71

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters
Due to High Flows

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 10-31-17
TIME: 7:43 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 17-10-31-0745-12

OPERATOR #: 58

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put sand filters back online.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 11-15-17
TIME: 10:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUANG
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-11-15-1005-08
OPERATOR #: 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-pass Sandfilter TO INSTALL New pipe+pump #2.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 11-15-17
TIME: 5:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Huzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 17-11-15-1738-56
OPERATOR # 67
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: put Sand filters back on line.
REPORTED BY: Vinny Tesin.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 1/12/18
TIME: 11:10 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: EO Hudzius

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-01-12-1117-15
OPERATOR #: 59
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-pass sand filters due to heavy rain + snow melt.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 11/14/18
TIME: 8:50 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 14-01-14-0855-13
OPERATOR #: 59
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Put Sand filters back on-line. 8:50 am

REPORTED BY: Vicky Testa
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 2/7/18
TIME: 6:35 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: EO Hudgins

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 18-02-07-08-02-51
OPERATOR #: 75
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due to Heavy Flow, Rain.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 2/9/18
TIME: 6:15 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 18-02-09-0620-00
OPERATOR #: 68

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: put sand filters back online

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 11/14/18
TIME: 6:00 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-02-11-0608-58

OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due To Heavy Rain

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 2/14/18
TIME: 6:30 AM/PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDDLESTON

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-02-14-0649-23
OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PUT SAND FILTERS BACK ON LINE

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 2/25/18
TIME: 10:15 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hulzina
DEP HOTLINE: CASE # 18-02-25-1020-56
OPERATOR #: 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sandfilters due to Heavy Raw Flow
REPORTED BY: Vicky Herm
DATE REPORTED: 01/31/18
TIME: 6:05 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-02-27-0611-17
OPERATOR #: 68
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PUT SANDFILTERS back online.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Terra.
DATE REPORTED: 3-2-18  
TIME: 6:20 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Hulda
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-03-02-0638-41
OPERATOR #: 59
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due To Heavy Rain

REPORTED BY: Vinny Tesla
DATE REPORTED: 3.5.18
TIME: 6:15 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: E.O. Trudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-03-05-061737
OPERATOR # 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Sand filters back on line.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 3/09/18
TIME: 6:50 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Heding
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-03-29-0647-40
OPERATOR #: 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Took 50 side marker off to get rebuilt on 3-20-18.

REPORTED BY: Henry Pesta.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 4/6/18
TIME: 11:30 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # NY-04-09-0825-47
OPERATOR #: 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Motor So Side Back in Service

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa
DATE REPORTED: 4/4/18

TIME: 9:20 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED Hudzina

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-04-16-0922-40

OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rain.

REPORTED BY: Vinny Testa.
DATE REPORTED: 4/20/18

TIME: 8:50 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED. HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-04-20-0948-05

OPERATOR #: 59

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK ON-LINE.

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 4/26/18
TIME: 9:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED. HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-04-26 - 0929-37
OPERATOR #: 89

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: EXCEEDED EFFLUENT LIMIT OF B.O.D. KG/DAY < 36.5 KG/DAY M/AVG. RESULTS 27 KG/DAY M/AUG.

LIMIT.

REPORTED BY: [Signature]
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 5/24/18
TIME: 11:21 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: Ed Mudzingwa

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 18-05-24-12.1-32

OPERATOR #: 59

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Treatment Plant

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Exceeded Effluent Limit of 800 Monthly Average Limit (≤526 Kg/day) and Weekly Average Limit (≤44.8 Kg/day)

REPORTED BY: Peter Koralus
DATE REPORTED: 5-27-18
TIME: 6:46 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 18 052719 0455

OPERATOR #: 35

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
EXCEEDED EFFLUENT LIMIT.
BY-PASSING SAND FILTERS.

REPORTED BY: WALTER PINEDA.
DATE REPORTED: 5/30/18
TIME: 9:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED. HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-05-30-1428-47
OPERATOR #: 44

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: SAND FILTERS BACK ON-LINE

REPORTED BY: J. TEKULA.
DATE REPORTED: 6/20/18
TIME: 2:40 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED. HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-06-20-1435-52
OPERATOR #: 71
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
TANK #1 NORTH AERATOR FAILURE, BEARING ON INSIDE BROKEN.
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 8/5/18
TIME: 10:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED. HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-08-05-1002-07
OPERATOR #: 69

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
BY-PASS FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY FLOWS.

REPORTED BY: J. TEKULA.
DATE REPORTED: 8/7/18
TIME: 12:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-08-07-1000-13
OPERATOR #: 609
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PUT SAND FILTERS BACK TO NORMAL FLOW CONDITION
REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 8/18/18
TIME: 10:30 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED. HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-08-18-1032-12
OPERATOR #: 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: TREATMENT PLANT
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BY-PASS SAND FILTERS DUE TO HIGH FLOW.
REPORTED BY: J. TEKULA
DATE REPORTED: 8/21/2018
TIME: 7:30 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-08-21-0727-28
OPERATOR #: 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK ONLINE TO NORMAL CONDITION

REPORTED BY: J HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 9/25
TIME: 7:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-09-26-0834-37
OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONGHILL TREATMENT PLANT

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By Pass Sand Filters Due to High Flows and Heavy Rains

REPORTED BY: J HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 10/2/2018
TIME: 7:50 AM/PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-10-02-0752-54
OPERATOR #: 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK INTO OPERATIONAL MODE FROM PREVIOUS BYPASS

REPORTED BY: J. MLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 10/11/2018
TIME: 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-10-12-0711-58
OPERATOR #: 90
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
PLACE SAND FILTERS IN BYPASS MODE
DUE TO HEAVY FLOWS. HEAVY RAINS

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 10/15/2018
TIME: 9:00 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-10-15-0928-30
OPERATOR #: 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK ON LINE TO NORMAL OPERATIONAL CONDITION

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/4/2018

TIME: 10:30 AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 18-11-04-1033-08
OPERATOR # 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BYPASS SAND FILTER DUE TO HEAVY FLOW TO THE PLANT.

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 11/6/2018
TIME: 7:00 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-11-06-0753-32
OPERATOR #: SB
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACED SAND FILTERS BACK ON LINE FROM BYPASS MODE.

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/25/2018
TIME: 12:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-11-25-1209-02
OPERATOR #: 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-Pass Sand Filters due to heavy rainfall. Flow By-Pass performed at 5:00 AM
REPORTED BY: J. HUGENTHAL
DATE REPORTED: 11/29/2018
TIME: 8:30 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 18-11-29-0845-41

OPERATOR # 86
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Place Sand Filters back to Normal operational mode from By-Pass

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 11/16/2018
TIME: 8:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-11-16-1253-36
OPERATOR #: 44
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Pass Sand Filters due to high flow to the plant

REPORTED BY: J HIBLEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/20/2013
TIME: 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-11-20-0819-08
OPERATOR #: 60
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK TO NORMAL OPERATIONAL MODE AT 7:00AM

REPORTED BY: J HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 11/13
TIME: 10:50 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-11-13-1055-33
OPERATOR #: 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BY PASS SAND FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY RAINS AND FLOW TO PLANT

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 11/14
TIME: 2:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE #: 18-11-14-1409-54
OPERATOR #: 85
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL ST?

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK TO NORMAL OPERATIONAL MODE

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/7/2018
TIME: 9:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-11-07-0942-59
OPERATOR #: 69
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BY PASS SAND FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY RAIN AND FLOW

BY PASS OCCURED 8PM ON 11/6/2018

REPORTED BY: JHIGHEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/8/2018
TIME: 9:00 AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUZINA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 18-11-08-0941-33
OPERATOR #: 60
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PLACE SAND FILTERS BACK ON LINE

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 12/3/2018
TIME: 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUEINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-12-03-1423-22
OPERATOR #: 68
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP- Collection System
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Valley Road and Mountain Ave. overflowing manhole east of intersection due to high ground water table.

REPORTED BY: J. Higley
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: __________________________

TIME: ______________ AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ___________________

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # __________________________

OPERATOR #: __________________________

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: __________________________

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: __________________________

REPORTED BY: __________________________
DATE REPORTED: 12/5/2018
TIME: 10:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 18-12-05-1115-27
OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP - Collection System

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Valley Road and Mountain Ave.

\( \times 15 \text{ gallons/hour} \) flowed 50 hours
for an \( \times \) total of 750 gallons.

REPORTED BY: J. Higley
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 11/17/2018
TIME: 8:00 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-12-17-0816-01
OPERATOR #: 5B
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By Pass Sand Filters Due To Heavy Flow

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/19/2019
TIME: 8:00 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-12-19-0803-50
OPERATOR # 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: PUT SAND FILTERS BACK ON LINE FROM BY PASS MODE.

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 11/21/2018
TIME: 8:00 PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-12-21-0759-40
OPERATOR #: 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL - STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rain and Flow @ 7:00 AM

REPORTED BY: J HIBLEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE REPORTED: 11/26/2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME: 8:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP HOT LINE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE #: 18-12-26-1211-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATOR #: 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Place SAND FILTERS BACK ON LINE AT 8:00 AM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 12/29/2018
TIME: 10:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE #: 18-12-28-10/12-12
OPERATOR #: 67
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
By Pass Sand Filters
Due To Heavy Rain And High Flows @ 10:00 AM

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 12/31/2018
TIME: 8:00 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ED HUDZINA
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-12-31-0808 - S7
OPERATOR #: 60
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL - STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Place Sand Filters back into operational mode @ 8:00 Am

REPORTED BY: J. HIGLEY
DATE REPORTED: 12-31-18
TIME: 12:30 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENATIVE: ______________________

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 18-12-31-12 31-33
OPERATOR #: 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill ST P

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By Pass The Sand Filters NSU left site at 12 and told us to put back on line at 2:30 PM on 1-7-19

REPORTED BY: K. Sheedt
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 12-21-19
TIME: 8:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: _______________________

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-02-21-0821-23
OPERATOR # 15
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: By-pass the sand filters due to heavy flow, rain/snow @ 8:00am

REPORTED BY: M. Berger
DATE REPORTED: 3-18-19
TIME: 9:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-03-18-0855-03

OPERATOR #: 74
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill SFP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Place sand filters back into operational mode

REPORTED BY: M. Berger
DATE REPORTED: 3-21-19

TIME: 2:15 AM PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: 

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-03-21-1425-13

OPERATOR #: 44

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Place Sand Filters in bypass due to Heavy Rainfall + High Pox @ 2:15 pm 3-21-19

REPORTED BY: M. Berger
DATE REPORTED:  4-14-19

TIME:  8:10 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ____________________________

DEP HOT LINE:  CASE #  19-04-14-0817-33

OPERATOR #: ____________________________

LOCATION OF INCIDENT:  LONGHILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:  PLACE SAND FILTERS IN BYPASS DUE TO HEAVY RAINFALL & HIGH FLOWS @ 8:10 AM 4-14-19

REPORTED BY:  J. PAWLIK
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 4.29.19
TIME: 12:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: _______________________

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-04-29-1229-39
OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Place sand filters back into operational mode.

REPORTED BY: J. Pawlicki
DATE REPORTED: 5/5/2019
TIME: 6:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 190505083623

OPERATOR # 58

LOCATION OF INCIDENT:

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Bypass sand filters due to heavy rain and high flows @ 6:15 AM

REPORTED BY: B. Snyder
DATE REPORTED:  5/20/14
TIME:  10:00 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: __________________________

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-05-20 - 1011-16
OPERATOR #: 74

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: place Sand Filters Back Into Operational mode

REPORTED BY: B. Snyder
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 5-30-19
TIME: 9:45 AM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 19-05-30-0957-34
OPERATOR # 58
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
Bypass Sand Filters due to heavy flow

REPORTED BY: MB
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLows AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 6.6.19
TIME: 9:00 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: 
DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-06-30-0957-34
OPERATOR #: 91
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: putting sand filters back in operation mode

REPORTED BY: JF
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 6/19/19
TIME: 6:25 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: __________________________

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 190619064039
OPERATOR # 73
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters Due to Heavy Rain and High Flow

REPORTED BY: BS
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 6/26/19

TIME: 10:20 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-06-26-1024-35

OPERATOR #: 94

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Putting Sand Filters Back In Operation Mode

REPORTED BY: BS
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 7-18-19
TIME: 6:30 PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-07-18-0648-58

OPERATOR #: 59

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Bypass Sand Filters due to heavy rain & flow at 6:30am

REPORTED BY: MB
DATE REPORTED: 7-26-19
TIME: 12:45 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-07-26-1259-38

OPERATOR #: 83

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Placed sand filters back in operational mode

REPORTED BY: MB
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 7-31-19

TIME: 5:56 AM (PM)

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: 

DEP HOT LINE: 
CASE #: 19-07-31-1759-34

OPERATOR #: 85

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: BYPASS SAND FILTERS due to heavy rain
and flow 05:50 PM

REPORTED BY: J PAWLIK
DATE REPORTED: 8-1-19
TIME: 1100 AM PM
ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 19-08-01-1109-46

OPERATOR # 52
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Placed sand filters in operational mode

REPORTED BY: J Pawlicki
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 8.7.19

TIME: 7:15 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE:
CASE # 19-08-07-1926-54

OPERATOR # 71

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Long Hill STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
BYPASS SAND FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY RAIN AND FLOOD @ 7:15 PM

REPORTED BY: J. Pawlacki
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: 8.9.19
TIME: 11:40 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE:

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-08-07-1926-54
OPERATOR #: 91
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Placed sand filters back in operational mode.

REPORTED BY: J PAWLICKI
DATE REPORTED: 8-23-19
TIME: 8:40 AM

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-08-23-0900-09
OPERATOR #: 94
LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:
BYPASS SAND FILTERS DUE TO HEAVY RAIN & FLOW @ 8:40 AM

REPORTED BY: J PAWLICK
DATE REPORTED: 8-26-19

TIME: 200 AM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: 

DEP HOT LINE: CASE # 19-08-26-1428-36

OPERATOR #: 67

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: LONG HILL STP

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: Placed sand filters back in operational mode @ 2 PM

REPORTED BY: J. PAWLICKI
DEP CONTACTS RELATING TO SPILLS, OVERFLOWS AND TREATMENT PROBLEMS

DATE REPORTED: ______________________

TIME: ______________________ AM  PM

ENFORCEMENT OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE: ______________________

DEP HOT LINE:

CASE #: ______________________

OPERATOR #: ______________________

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: ______________________

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

REPORTED BY: ______________________